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(57) Abstract

A screen comprises a screen frame (10) with screen cloth elements (11) mounted after each other. The screen cloth

elements (1 1) are fixed in the screen frame by snap lock means (16, 17; 18). One part (16, 17) of the snap lock means is in-

tegrally formed with the screen cloth element (11) and arranged adjacent one end thereof. The other part (18) of the snap

lock means is a thickened portion at the upper edge of a supporting element (19) in the screen frame (10). The opposite end

of the screen cloth element rests on a projecting abutment surface (20) on the supporting element (19) and is clamped be-

tween this abutment surface and a projecting edge portion (22) of the preceding screen cloth element
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SCREEN WITH OVERLAPPING SCREEN CLOTH ELEMENTS

The present inventipn relates to a screen of the

type comprising screen cloth elements mounted after

each other in a screen frame and having a rigid rein-

forcing frame integrated in a rubber cloth, said screen

5 cloth elements being mounted in the screen frame by

snap lock means.

Screens of this type have been extensively used

and are known e.g. from SE-B-422,418 and counterpart

US-A-4,141 , 821. A major advantage of these screens is

10 that the separate screen cloth elements can be exchang-

ed when worn more than the other screen cloth elements

in the same screening machine. A drawback of this type

of prior art screens however is that the dismounting

and the mounting of the screen cloth elements are time-

15 consuming operations requiring considerable efforts and

equipment. One object of the present invention there-

fore is to provide a screen of a simpler design pre-

serving the advantages of prior art screens while con-

siderably facilitating mounting and dismounting.

20 To this end, the present invention relates to

a screen of the type stated by way of introduction

,

which is characterised by the features recited in

the main claim. Preferred embodiments are stated in

the subclaims.

25 The invention will be described in more detail

hereinbelow with reference to the accompanying draw-

ings, showing an embodiment of a screen according to

the invention. Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of a

part of a screen according to the invention. Fig. 2

30 shows on a larger scale a detail in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is

a section taken along the line III-III in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows part of a section, taken along the line

IV-IV in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a

screen cloth element before punching screen holes
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therein, and Fig. 6 is a perspective view of this screen .

cloth element as seen obliquely from below.

As appears from Pig. 1, the screen according to

the invention has a screen frame 10 in which a number

5 of screen cloth elements 1 1 are arranged after each

other. The screen cloth elements have a rigid reinforc-

ing frame 12 integrated in a rubber cloth 13 in which,

screen holes 14 are punched* The size and the distribu-

tion of these holes are optional. As appears from Fig. 1,

10 • the ends of the screen cloth elements mounted after

each other are overlapping, such that the downstream

end, counting in the direction of screening (arrow 15)

,

of one screen cloth element will rest on the upstream

end of the following screen cloth element. On the under-

15 side of each screen cloth element adjacent its downstream

end, there is provided a projection 16 having an under-

cut groove 17. The details 16 and 17 form one part of

a snap lock means for locking the screen cloth element

to the screen frame. The other part of the snap lock

20 means is a thickened edge portion 18 of a supporting

element 19 included in the screen frame. The support-

ing element 19 has a projecting flange or abutment sur-

face 20. On this abutment surface rests the upstream

end 21 of the following screen cloth element. The rela-

25 tive dimensions of the supporting element, the snap

lock means and the screen cloth elements are such that

the upstream end of the succeeding screen cloth element

will be clamped between the abutment surface 20 and the

projecting edge portion 22 of the preceding screen

30 cloth element. By this design, it is possible to re-

duce the required number of snap lock means for the

same number of screen cloth elements in a screen. Also*

there is obtained a stepped screening surface turning

the material being screened and, thus, improving screen-

35 ing efficiency. The upstream end of the superposed screen

cloth element rests on an abutment surface 23 on the

screen frame 10 and is retained against this abutment
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surface by means of a clamping member 24. The clamping

member 24 also retains a sliding surface 25 along which

the material to be screened descends onto the screen

cloth elements,

5 As appears especially from Pig. 6, there are pro-

vided projecting support bosses 27 at the end of the

underside of the screen cloth element which is opposed

to the snap lock means 16, 17. The bosses 27, which are

spaced from each other, impart a certain yieldingness

10 to the construction, making the clamping of this end of

the screen cloth element between the abutment surface

20 and the projecting end 22 of the preceding screen

cloth element more efficient.

When manufacturing the screen cloth element, the

15 frame 12 is placed in a vulcanising mould so as to rest

on supports at five points where the mould has inwardly

extending abutment surfaces providing recesses on the

underside of the forthcoming screen cloth element. Four

of these recesses 28 are visible in Fig. 6 and are pro-

20 vided on the inner side of the longitudinal parts of

the rigid reinforcing frame of the screen cloth element.

The fifth recess is a narrow groove 29 provided at the

upstream end of the screen cloth element and shown in

greater detail in Figs. 3 and 4.

25 a major advantage of this screen construction is

that it allows manufacturing the screen cloth elements

in standard units of the design shown in Figs. 5 and 6
r

The holes in the rubber cloth inside of the frame 12

are then made according to customer reuqirements*
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CLAIMS
.

1* A. screen comprising screen cloth elements.

(11) mounted after each other in a screen frame (10)

and having a rigid reinforcing frame (12) integrated

in a rubber cloth (13) , said screen cloth elements

being mounted in said screen frame (10) by snap lock

means (16, 17; 181, characterised in

that the ends of the screen cloth elements (11) mount-
ed after each other are overlapping, that one part

(16, 17) of said snap lock means (16, 17; 18) is inte-

grally formed with and arranged adjacent one end of

the underside of each screen cloth element (11), that
the other part (18) of the snap lock means is arranged
at the upper edge of a supporting element (19) included

in said screen frame (10), and that the other end of
15 each screen cloth element (11) rests on a projecting

abutment surface on said supporting element (19).

2. Screen as claimed in claim 1, charac-
terised in that the relative dimensions of

the supporting element (19), the snap lock means (16,
20 17; 18) and the screen cloth elements (11) are such

that said other end of each screen cloth element (11)

is clamped between the abutment surface (20) of the

supporting element (19) and the underside of the ad-

jacent screen cloth element (11).

3. Screen as claimed in claim 1 or 2, cha-
racterised in that the part (16, 17) of the

snap lock means (16, 17; 18) provided on the under-

side of the screen cloth element (11) comprises an
undercut groove (17), and that the part (18) of the
snap lock means provided on the supporting element

(19) comprises a thickened edge portion (18) of the

supporting element.

4. Screen as claimed in claim 1, 2 or 3, cha-
racterised in that the screen cloth element

25

30
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(11)/ on the underside of its end opposite to said

one part (16, 17) of the snap lock means / is provided

with support bosses (27) spaced from each other and

projecting from the underside of the screen cloth ele-

5 ment.
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